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Fact Sheet

HP Flow CM Professional
HP Flow CM Professional is a cloud-based document management solution that gives
growing organizations a complete set of proven tools for document capture, storage,
search, retrieval, sharing and more, so businesses can manage information more
efficiently.
With HP Flow CM Professional, businesses can:
 Streamline workflows and make collaboration more convenient and productive with
sharing and notification tools.
 Gain greater access to documents when they are needed by storing them in the cloud.
 Safeguard sensitive business information with a provider that businesses can trust.
With HP Flow CM Professional, growing organizations will be able to:
 Leverage the cloud to centralize both paper and digital content, improving
collaboration by sharing information and publishing documents with employees,
customers, vendors and other partners.
 Rely on the same security that supports leading banks, legal firms and stock exchanges
– including enterprise-level encryption, authentication and security management –
allowing them to confidently send, store and retrieve valuable information and meet
certain regulatory requirements.
 Enhance employee productivity by providing access to files and documents while at
home, in the office or on the go via a web browser or by using the solution’s mobile
device app.
 Access content from a convenient online destination featuring a user-friendly interface
and powerful search features, all from desktops, laptops, mobile devices or HP
LaserJet flow multifunction printer (MFP) control panels.
 Get first-rate cloud storage and the scalability without costly commitments, allowing
them to manage their content without needing to purchase additional software,
hardware or IT infrastructure.
 Share files and folders across devices using the HP Flow Sync tool, which is integrated
with HP Flow CM Professional to share new or updated content almost immediately.
 HP Flow CM Professional supports a multitude of multi-vendor MFPs and scanners, but
provides a better together solution with HP LaserJet Flow MFPs which can be
configured to fully integrate with HP Flow CM Professional. Businesses can access the
solution from the front panel of the HP LaserJet Flow MFP with the touch of a button.
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Using the Scan to HP Flow CM Professional button, SMBs can capture single or multiple
documents even easier and faster.
Pricing and availability
HP Flow CM Professional will be available in a limited capacity in November, with general
availability in January. Pricing information is available from your local representatives.
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